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Abstract
This paper presents an on-going research on a light-weight 3-dimensional (3D) laser distance and ranging
(LADAR) system development at the Peter Kiewit Institute (PKI) in University of Nebraska–Lincoln. The
developed LADAR can be readily applied to several construction applications related to automated or
robotic tasks, mobile robot navigation, reverse engineering, quality assurance/control, schedule control, and
safety. A design concept of a LADAR system on a dynamic mobile platform is introduced which is
especially designed for precise construction robotic operations such as welding, bolting, and connecting
materials. Barriers for rapid 3D graphical workspace visualization at construction sites are discussed as well.
The preliminary laboratory test results demonstrate that the 3D LADAR scanner developed in this study
provides reliable scanned data. Unlike most of the heavy and bulky commercial LADAR products, the
developed economical LADAR system can be used on mobile platforms and manipulators or confined area
scanning applications due to its small size and light-weight characteristics.
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1 Introduction
In construction, significant time is spent every day on job sites to identify and track construction
materials and equipment and to capture, align and compare field measured data to planned data to detect
defects and improve quality control. This requires rapid recognition and accurate measurement of objects in
the field so that timely, on-site decisions can be made. Especially 3-dimensional (3D) graphical visualization
of the site can help to optimize material tracking and automated equipment control, significantly improve
safety, and enhance a remote operator’s spatial perception of the workspace. FIATECH (2008) envisions
that construction sites will become more ‘intelligent and integrated’ as materials and equipment, and people
become elements of a fully sensed and monitored work environment.
Although studies in several fields have proven that 3D visualization of the work environment can
significantly enhance construction defect control, material tracking, schedule control, and automated
equipment control, unstructured work areas like construction sites are difficult to visualize graphically
because they contain highly unpredictable activities and change rapidly. Automated construction site
operation, e.g., robotic operation, requires real-time or near real-time information about the surrounding
work environment, which further complicates graphical modeling and updating. Especially, solid material
handling tasks in construction require not only rapid visualization of unstructured workspace but highly
accurate position data for safe and secure physical contact between a target object and an end-effector of
automated mobile equipment or robots.
This paper discusses the current 3D visualization technologies and their limitations for construction
applications and introduces a 3D LADAR scanner being developed for robotic applications in construction
sites.
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2 Current 3D
D Visualizatio
on Technologies
This sectio
on discusses applicability
a
off current 3D visualization
v
teechnologies att construction
n sites.
2.1 Machine Vision
V
systems
CCD cam
mera-based maachine vision systems are useful to visuualize a workspace under well
w controlleed
environment. However, th
hey may not p
perform very well to get an
a accurate po
ose of the tarrget objects fo
or
d
posittion measurem
ments. Furtheermore, as witth
heavy construuction applicaations which rrequire long distance
any vision ap
pplication, con
nsistent lightin
ng is critical to obtain acccurate worksp
pace informatiion. It explain
ns
why most of the
t robotic ap
pplications witth a vision sysstem are mainlly limited to in
ndoor applicattions, includin
ng
automotive, electronics,
e
paackaging, mach
hining, and fo
ood. Getting high
h
position data accuracyy using a visio
on
system at unsstructured inddoor and outddoor constructtion sites is im
mpractical duee to extreme or inconsisten
nt
daylight condditions, bad weather,
w
and cclouds of dustt. In that casee, a distance sensor,
s
such as
a a laser or an
a
ultrasonic sen
nsor, might beetter enable the robot to draaw a bead on the
t target (Sprrovieri, 2007).
2.2 Flash LAD
DAR Research
An emergging range sen
nsing technolo
ogy, called 3D range cameraa or Flash LA
ADAR, is baseed on the timeeof-flight measurement prin
nciple which uses light. Th
he estimated accuracy in Z axis with on
ne pixel of th
he
Flash LADAR
R (SR4000) iss +/- 1cm wiith up to 54 frame
f
rate (FP
PS) under weell controlled indoor lightin
ng
conditions. SR4000’s
S
meaasurement distance ranges from 0.3 to 5 meters (M
Mesa Imagingg, 2008). Whiile
LADAR/LID
DARs need to
o scan objectss or scenes to
o collect poin
nt data sets (p
point clouds), flash LADA
AR
systems do not requiree a scanning pointing mechanism. Compared to commerccially available
LADAR/LID
DARs, the advvantages of ussing a flash LA
ADAR are thaat it is smallerr, inexpensive,, and forms 3D
D
images in reaal time. The disadvantages
d
include a lim
mited view size and lower accuracy
a
and resolution. In
I
addition, SR44000, the latest version of F
Flash LADAR
R, is designed mainly for inddoor applicatiions. The noisse
level makes itt impossible to
o work in direect sunlight.
2.3 ZScannerr
Z Corporration (2008) has developed the first haand-held self--positioning scanner on the market. Th
his
digital scanneer uses the sub
bject part bein
ng scanned to
o establish its spatial referen
nce eliminatin
ng the need fo
or
fixed-position
n tripods, buulky mechaniccal arms or external posiitioning devicces that makee hard-to-reacch
surfaces to sccan. Uniquely part-referenceed, the system
m allows the taarget object’s moving
m
durin
ng scanning an
nd
a real-time im
mage of the suurface being sscanned can be
b seen. It cap
ptures data in one continuo
ous scan ratheer
than in numerous shots fro
om fixed posittions, eliminatting hours of post-processing time. Scan
nning resolutio
on
d
to 50µm
m. The scanneer
and accuracy are within 400µm (microns)) and detects changes in suurface height down
L and TXT file
f formats. T
r
targgets, which arre
To position itself, the ZSScanner uses reflective
supports STL
applied to thee surface of th
he part to be sscanned and/or the area addjacent to the part. These reeflective targets
can be quicklly and random
mly applied. D
During the scaanning processs, the ZScan
nner locates an
nd captures th
he
reflective positioning targetts in real timee. Their respecctive positionss are calculatedd in referencee to the scanneer
orded. The taargets on the object createe patterns reco
ognizable by the ZScannerr. The pattern
ns
and then reco
defined by th
he positioningg features do not repeat because
b
the taargets are app
plied randomlyy. This patterrn
recognition alllows the scan
nner to positiion itself in th
he same way that GPS devvices use know
wn satellites to
t
establish theirr position on Earth
E
(Z Corp
poration, 20088).
In this stuudy, the ZScaanner is testeed for scannin
ng a fake ducck model on which many reflective dots
(targets) are attached.
a
The scanner modeels a 3D graph
hical duck in real
r time whilee it is scanningg a duck moddel
(Figure 1).

F
Figure
1. Exaample duck mo
odel scanned with ZScanneer
2
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The lim
mitation of thiis scanner is iits short meassurement rangge (about less than 1 meter)). Also the scaanner
cannot mo
odel a compleex surface welll like a human
n ear if it cann
not have a cleear shot from the both cam
meras.
In this casse, the cameraa sees just with
h one “eye” and not with th
he other, whicch models an incomplete sh
hape.
The example of this pro
oblem is show
wn in Figure 2..

Figurre 2. Examplee of incomplette model with
h complex surffaces, e.g., ear
AR/LIDAR (3D Scanning) Technologies
2. 4 LADA
Laser distance
d
and ranging
r
(LAD
DAR) or light detection andd ranging (LID
DAR) technology has been used
to create 3D as-built models of sttructures and scenes for quality
q
contro
ol, surveying, mapping, revverse
ng, terrain chaaracterization, autonomous vehicle naviggation, and veehicle-based safety
s
and warrning
engineerin
systems (C
Cheok et. al. 2005). Time--of-flight (TO
OF) or phase shift measureement is generally used in these
laser scan
nning systems which produuce a data sett that consistts of multiplee X,Y,Z, and I values, wh
here I
representss the intensity of the reflectted laser return
n. The pointss in a data set are referred to
t as a point cloud.
c
State-of-th
he art LADAR
R technology,, e.g., Leica ScanStation an
nd RIEGL LM
MS-Z390i, pro
ovides about 4mm
4
distance accuracy and 6mm
6
position accuracy up to
t 50 meters for
f a single measurement.
m
T error beco
The
omes
hen point clouuds are obtain
ned from a sccene. Accuracyy depends on
n a number off additional faactors
greater wh
beyond th
he underlying sensor accurracy, includingg measuremen
nt goal type, object size, suurface orientaation,
and even surface
s
materiial, e.g, darkneess, reflectivityy (Akinci et al. 2006).
2.4.1 Timee-of-Flight (orr Pursed) vs. P
Phase Shift
The tim
me-of-flight scanner
s
has a capture rate of around 4,000-6,000 po
oints per seco
ond and is ab
ble to
capture beetween 130-2000m diameter of data depen
nding on typee and reflectivvity of the material/object being
b
scanned. Unlike the tim
me-of-flight sccanner, the ph
hase shift scan
nner’s data cap
pture rate is very fast, e.g., up
u to
625,000 points
p
per second for Z+F
F laser scanner™, thus it produces
p
high
h point cloud density in a short
period. However,
H
the phase
p
shift scaanner acquires shorter distaance measurem
ment (aroundd 40m-80m). Leica
L
ScanStatio
on2™ and RIIEGL™ are ggood examplees of time-of--flight scannerrs; and Faro™
™ and Leica HDS
H
6000™ are good examp
ples of phase sshift scanners..
ADAR Prototyype developm
ment
3. 3D LA
LADA
AR/LIDAR system is sup
perior to macchine vision and flash LADAR
L
undeer aforementiioned
unfavorab
ble working co
ondition. How
wever, LADAR
R/LIDAR tecchnology still has limitation
ns to be applieed to
some auto
omated consttruction appliications. Most of the LAD
DAR commeercial-off-the-sshelf products are
difficult to
o apply as theey are for the dynamic robo
otic operation
n in constructiion without reeducing substaantial
amount off size and weiight. They aree too heavy an
nd expensive to be mounteed on dynamiic robotic systtems.
For examp
ple, Leica’s Sccanstation with
h a battery pack weighs abo
out 30 kgs. To
o resolve this issue,
i
this reseearch
develops a small and ligght LADAR ssystem consistting of a 2D line
l laser and a pan and tilt unit (PTU) which
w
can be mo
ounted on mobile platformss or used conffined area scan
nning applicattions from an articulated robotic
arm.
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The 2D lin
ne laser as a main
m componeent for the LA
ADAR system is a precise sp
pinning mirro
or assembly that
deflects a laseer beam 90 degrees, sweep
ping it through
h a full 2D ciircle as the mirror
m
rotates. When coupleed
with a pan an
nd tilt unit, then,
t
the 2D line laser creates a light-w
weight and eco
onomical 3D scanner. It is
important to consider keyy factors when
n selecting a line laser acccording to app
plication goal type. The keey
factors includde resolution, accuracy,
a
repeeatability, distaance range, an
nd indoor or outdoor
o
use.
In this ressearch, the custom-built LA
ADAR scanneer provides po
oint clouds up
p to 200K poiints per secon
nd
from a scene within 8mm accuracy for aabout 15m disstance. The deesign conceptt of the 3D LA
ADAR scanneer
developed in this research can be applieed to several different applications by reeplacing a line laser to meeet
application’s requirement.
r
F example, industrial wellding/ boltingg robots and medical
For
m
scanniing application
ns
may need hiigh resolution
n, accuracy, aand repeatabillity for indoo
or use. A sh
hort distance range may be
b
acceptable. The
T application
ns for cranes and construcction site safeety primarily need a long-rrange line laseer
designed for outdoor
o
condditions.
To have taarget-focused measurementts from a scen
ne, a single-axiis laser rangefi
finder is couplled with the 3D
D
LADAR systeem. For the co
onvenience off laboratory exxperiment andd software devvelopment, th
he whole senso
or
and control units
u
are mouunted on a ccustom-built mobile
m
cart which
w
can be also simulateed as a mobiile
construction platform. To scan objectss which are in
n blind spots,, or need muultiple surface scans, the 3D
D
LADAR systeem is mounteed on a rotatin
ng steel arm controlled
c
by an
a accurate acctuator which
h can simulate a
robot arm. Based
B
on thee current laser mounting configuration
n, multiple Degree-Of-Fr
D
F)
eedom (DOF
kinematics is solved to ob
btain x-y-z po
oint values fo
or both the LADAR
L
and a laser rangeefinder system
ms
n analyzing th
he kinematics for the LADAR system, th
he Denavit-H
Hartenberg (D--H) parameterrs
(Figure 3). In
(Craig, 1986) is applied. Th
he D-H param
meters describee the position
ns of links andd joints unamb
biguously. Eacch
d
as a coordinate trransformation
n from the preevious coordin
nates system to
t
link and jointt pair can be described
the next coorrdinate system
m. Figure 4 sh
hows the poin
nt clouds of th
he scanned ro
oom area with
h the developeed
3D LADAR system.
s
3.1 Noise reducction
Parameterrs affecting the noise level aare sampling rate,
r
ambient light and tem
mperature, surfface orientatio
on
of the target, target surfacee properties in
ncluding colo
or, i.e., gray levvel, and mateerial types, mixed pixels, an
nd
Akinci et al. 22006). Ambieent light and teemperature diid not significcantly affect th
he
poor visibilityy conditions (A
range accuraccy but the acccuracy was turrned out to be
b very sensitiive to surfacee orientation, reflectivity an
nd
color (gray leevel) in this reesearch. Basedd on the targeet gray level, an
a amplitude rate
r needs to be accordinggly
adjusted to get
g better resuults. The amp
plitude rate deetermines the intensity or brightness
b
of light. The test
results show that the amp
plitude rate siggnificantly aff
ffects the noissy level when
n it was adjusted in advancce
t test resultts using the KUKA
K
testbed. The KUKA
KA
according to target’s surface color. Figuure 5 shows the
robot is used to simulate welding
w
and piick and place tasks based on the 3D scan
nned workspaace informatio
on
to evaluate th
he accuracy and efficiency of the developeed LADAR syystem.
Z5
One-axis Laser
rengefinder frame

3D LADAR
frame

X6

X5

Z6
Z4' Z4

Z1
X4'

X4
X1
X3
X2

Z3

Z0
Z2

X0

Figure 3. Prrototype LAD
DAR system on
na
cart

Figuree 4. Photo im
mage (top) andd scanned poin
nt clouds imagge
(botttom) for a lab
b meeting area
2
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Figure 5.
5 (a) KUKA robot testbed
with targeets

(b) Noisy LADAR po
oint clouds
scanned without rangee guidance
a
& withouut amplitude adjustment

(c) Target-foccused point clo
ouds
and reducced noises with
h
amplitudde adjustment

3.2 Currentt Research Effoorts
As an on-going
o
reseaarch, the reseaarch team currently focusess on the follow
wing two taskss:
3.2.1 Dynaamic multi-scaans from a rob
botic arm
Two or
o more multi--scans from ddifferent viewss can be theorretically achievved when a sccanner is mouunted
on a robotic arm and th
he scanned sceenes can be merged
m
while scanning
s
witho
out losing tracck of the scan
nner’s
n reference to
o the target. In
n reality, how
wever, a robot arm or manip
pulator generaates position errors
e
position in
due to acccumulated feeddback errors o
of the rotary and
a prismatic joint
j
sensors, and lost actuaator motion due to
backlash. Presence of payloads, kin
nematic and dyynamic states influence errror attributes as well (Cho et al.
he research team currently investigates how
h error attriibutes createdd from rotary actuators used for
2004). Th
rotating arrm and the pan and tilt un
nit influence theoretical
t
kin
nematics soluttions. Then, the identified error
attributes are used to caalibrate the LA
ADAR positio
on estimation.
omatic target detection
d
and registration
3.2.2 Auto
Recogn
nizing objects by establishin
ng point correespondences between
b
a CA
AD model andd a scene data set is
not a new
w idea (Grimsson, 1990). H
However, it is still not an easy
e
task espeecially when the
t scene datta set
contains a large numbeer of noisy poiint measurem
ments. It is also
o a challengin
ng task if a sollid object needs to
be automaatically registerred to that no
oisy scene dataa set. Currently, this registrration processs is manually done.
d
This reseaarch is currently developingg an algorithm
m which can estimate
e
and predict surfacces from the noisy
n
point meaasurements byy rearranging tthe points for more effectivve target detecction and regiistration proceesses.
Figure 6 briefly
b
illustrates this process.

Figure 6. Auutomatic targett detection an
nd registration process
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While the research team
m is considerring several different
d
appro
oaches to reggister an objecct into the 3D
D
ADAR image processing
p
meethod is introdduced here.
space, the LA
Edge detectio
on
To autom
mate the targeet object reco
ognition, an in
ntensity LAD
DAR image iss measured an
nd analyzed to
t
automatically find target ob
bject’s boundaary lines (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Taarget objects (lleft) and binarry edge detecttion of scanneed point cloudd
imagee (right).
3D model reggistration
To fit a 3D
D CAD modeel to the LADA
AR image, thee model-basedd pose iteratio
on process usin
ng the Iterativve
Inverse Persp
pective Matchiing algorithm developed byy Wunsch andd Hirzinger is being consideered (1996). As
A
there is no distance metricc relating 3D point coordinates to 2D image
i
coordin
nates, the 3D
D model will be
b
AR image plaane and to match
m
featuress in image co
oordinates. The
T 2D to 3D
D
projected into the LADA
registration prroblem can bee formulated aas follows (Wuunsch et al. 19996):

∑

E R, t

P

d CLP p, RX

t

Where, R is a 3x3 rotattion matrix an
nd t is a translaation vector.

E

,

ρ x

∑N ρ

R

0.5xx , if |x|
a|x| 0.5a , otherrwise

Combing the computattion of closestt points with a robust posee estimator leaads to the folllowing iterativve
registration prrocedure:

forr k=0,1, ……
… do
CLP ,
,
[R,t]= register (xk,yyk, wk)
Xk+1= R Xt + t
Wt= ComputeWei
C
ght
en
ndfor
Figure 8 illustrates the fitting andd matching process
p
using Iterative Invverse Perspecctive Matchin
ng
hen and Medio
oni, 1992; Bessl and McKay,, 1992; and Wunsch
W
and Hiirzinger,1996).
algorithm (Ch

2
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(a) Iteration k

(b) Iteration k+1

(d) Iteration k+ n

(c) Iteration k+2

Figure 8. Establishing correspondences between an image and a 3D model based on closest
points.
4. Conclusions
A 3D LADAR scanner development research is introduced in this paper. The developed small and lightweight scanner is readily applicable for several dynamic construction automation applications such as robotic
manipulator control, robotic inspection, crane application, road profiling, and confined space scanning,
where many of commercial scanners have not been well utilized because of their bulky and heavy
mechanisms, and expensive purchasing cost. As a major contribution of this research, such a small LADAR
system developed in this study can be a useful component to make more “intelligent and integrated”
construction sites by providing a highly accurate rapid 3D workspace for automated construction equipment
or robotic operations. As an on-going research, the research team continues to conduct the tasks including
dynamic multi-scan and registration, rapid data process for real-time robotic operations, error modeling, 3D
model registration algorithm development, and mobilization for construction site navigation.
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